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In [7] we proposed an antenna array 2D-RAKE receiver
that exploits the spatial structure in the received multipath signal in addition to time diversity to provide a more
efficient combining of paths. This receiver incorporates a
beamstearing processor “front-end” feeding a conventional
coherent RAKE combiner, which assumes knowledge of the
amplitudes and phases of path gains. This requires the
transmission of a pilot signal t o obtain good amplitude and
phase estimates but, unfortunately, it is a luxury which may
not be affordable. Transmitting a pilot in each user’s signal,
whose power is greater than the data-modulated portion of
the signal, reduces efficiency to less than 50%. Instead, either differential phase shift keying (DPSK) which does not
reqilire phase coherence or M-ary orthogonal modulation
with noncoherent reception should be used. For H > 8,
where H is the number of orthogonal functions, better noncoherent performance over DPSK can be obtained [8, 91.
Analysis results for CDMA communications systems employing DPSK are reported in[10-131. The analysis in [13]
assumes a base-station antenna array receiver structure.
Analysis for DSICDMA with M-ary orthogonal modulation
has appeared in [14-181
In this paper, we will present an antenna arrays receiver structure for cellular CDMA with M-ary orthogonal
modulation with non-coherent RAKE combining. The receiver consists of an antenna array followed by a bank of
Hadamard Walsh correlators. The baseband received signal and the post-correlation signal vector are used to estimate the array response vector for each path. The output
of the correlators is then fed to an optimum beamformer
followed by a noncoherent RAKE combiner. The output
of the RAKE combiner is then used to estimate the transmitted data. Assuming that the channel parameters are almost constant over two symbol periods, this estimate is fed
back to the array response vector estimation algorithm to
determine the winning post-correlation signal vector which
corresponds to the actual transmitted Walsh symbol.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we
present the channel and received signal model. In Section 3
we describe the antenna array receiver structure. Numerical
and simulation results are presented in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 contains our conclusions and remarks.

ABSTRACT
Code division multiple access (CDMA) has been
shown to offer higher capacity than the existing
FDMA or TDMA systems. In the proposed IS95 CDMA standard, no pilot is used in the reverse
link due to power efficiency considerations. Therefore, an M-ary orthogonal modulation with noncoherent reception is used for this link. Recently, spatial processing with base-station antenna arrays was
proposed to reduce co-channel interference and increase system capacity. In this paper, we present
a base-station antenna arrays receiver structure for
cellular CDMA with M-ary orthogonal modulation
and noncoherent RAKE combining in the presence
of multipath.
1. INTRODUCTION

In addition to its ability t o combat multipath fading and resistance to jamming, Code division multiple access (CDMA)
has been shown to offer higher capacity over conventional
analog F M systems (AMPS) and the Telecommunication
Industry Association (TIA) North American TDMA digital cellular standard IS-54. Capacity estimates show that
the CDMA system can provide 20 times more capacity in
a given bandwidth than the current AMPS system and 4
times more capacity than TDMA [l,21. This increase in
system capacity is due to efficient frequency reuse and the
exploitation of speech activity.
One approach to further increase the system capacity
is the use of spatial processing with base station antenna
arrays [3-61. By using spatial processing at cell sites, we
can use optimum directional receive and transmit beams
for each user to improve system performance and increase
capacity. Such improved spatial processing can be easily
incorporated into the proposed CDMA standards IS-95.
The increase in system capacity by using antenna arrays in
CDMA comes from reducing the amount of co-channel interference from within own cell and neighboring cells. This
reduced interference transforms to an increase in capacity.
can be used
In general, this improvement in the received
t o improve other system performance measures such as coverage area and transmitted mobile power.
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where a$ and a::’ are assumed t o be i.i.d. random variables taking values f l with equal probability, a n d p ( t ) is
the chip pulse shape, which can be any time-limited wavrform. Here we assume t h a t p ( t ) is rectangular although our
results can be <wily extended for any time-1irriitc.d waveform.
The complex low pass equivalent representation of the
scalar multipath fading channel as seen by the ith user can
be written as [SI

FigurP 1 Mobilr Transinittri Rlork Diagram

where ol,., T I . , , ~ n qbj,;
d are the amplitude. time &>lay,and
phase shift of thc l-th multipath component. C, is the I I U I ~ I ber of paths recaeived from the ith user 7‘he variable pt
models the effec.t,s of path loss and log-normal shadowing,
i . e . IOIog,,, p? ’ - N ( - e - lOIogr,,a,Z), whcrc e is the pabs
loss exponent, 7”. is the distance between the ith user and
the cell site, and us varies between 6-12 tlB depending oii
the degree of shadowing. The phase terni $ l , , is assurried
to be uniformly distributed over [O, 271.1, the path amplitude
is assumed ti, follow a filtered Rayleigh distribut,ion,and
the delay q,,is assumed to br uniformly tlistributrd ov(’r
[0, T , ~ , where
~ ~ ] ~ T , , , ~is~ tht: maximum de1a.y sprcatl of the
channel. We assume that each distinguishable rriultipat h
components ( i . e . those separated by mort: than T, from one
another) will actually be themselves a linear combination of
several indistiiiguishahle paths o f varying airiplit,udes which
~ .
arrive at thc base-statio11 within * h 1 , , / 2 at arigle p ~ ,This
will cause t h e fading signal in some path to be not pcrfcctly
correlated from one antsenna1.0 another. ‘Tlitl fadiiig rorrehtion depends on the spacing betwctxi antenna elemc:iits, thc
angle (pf,z,and the scattering angle A f , t We assume that
the multipath clianiiel parameters vary slowly as (:ompared
to the symbol (luration, so that they are nearly (,onstant
over several synibol periods. In the currmt IS-95 standartl,
the spread signal bandwidth is very small compared to thc
carrier frequencv and, therefore, the narrowband assuniyrtion for antenna a,rrays is valid. This enables modcliiig tinic
delays d u e to propagation across t.hc array as phase shifts.
Then the complex lowpass equivalent of the vclctor niultipath channel as seen by the ith user with rcspect t,o the ccll
site antrnna arr,ay (‘antie w r i t t e n as

2. SIGNAL AND CHANNEL MODEL
The mobile transmitter block diagram 15 shown in Figure 1
The h i n a r j data at the output of the interlraver are grouped
ini,o groups of J = log, ff bits arid rd( h group is rriapped
into one of H orthogonal hinary wquences W ( t ) ,known
as Hadariiard-Walsh furictioris Thr iesultirig sigrial is then
spread using the user’\ long P N code c , ( t ) The signal is
furthrr multiplied in both 1 and Q Lhannels b y the short I”
codes a ( ” ( ( ) arid a ( ( 3 ) ( trespcctivelv
)
The I’N modulated
Q channel signal is delayrd by half rl chip period 7:/2 The
two spredd sign& arc up-coii\erted to radio frequency for
transniis5iori Notcl that before u p coiiberting to RF, the
v g n d i n I tic, I and Q ( IirLiiriels 1 5 ari o f f s r t QPSK (OQPSK)
signal

Idet A h c the riurnher of usen i n t tic. systeni We aspowri control z P M.C’ a>>uniethdt edth usrr
adlusts its transmitted power such that its receivcd average
poww at the oiitpnt of the iricotiermt H A K E romhiner at
thr brt~~-sthtioii
is krpt constant
rt’lit 11 wr ( a n writr t h r
signal tr,tnsrnittcd b v thc i-th mobile a i
V I I I I P nvriagr

where f: is the trarrsmltted power per symbol, Tu is the
symtiol period, w, ICI thc, tarrier aiigular frequeiiry, To IS
thc time offset betwecw the I (ind Q channcls ( T c / 2 ) ,and
hnallj y , I $ Bernoulli random variable that mod& the voice
a ( t i v i t v o f the i i w r (wr awuiIic’ thal d user will be mi with
probdbility v arid will bc off with probaldit, 1-v). W“”(t)
For
I $ the Ath orthogonal Walsh funrtion h 2 1 , . . . H
sirnplic it, of notrLtioii, H( z l i d l dciiutt, t h r product of thc
usel 1’3 todc and thcl I 01 Q clianncl I’N code as

C.

~

Note that, we shall assuine that each of the 1”
random sequenws, that is WP assuitit’ that

(-1

where al is the M x I responv. vector of the cell site ailtcnna array to qgials in the l-th path from the tth user
and M is the nuniber of antennas Tlir elements of a1 , arc
correlated complex zero mean Gaussian rmdorn 1 uiables
The correlation between the elernents of a2 i $ des( ribed by
the model in [20]

codes is a

CCI

A t t h e hasp station, thc rcrcivcd signals from .dl uwrs

are down converted to bdseband After the down-c onverter,
we ran write the complex baseband received signal vector
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for the i-th user as

1=1

. (cos 61,, + j sin 61+) ai,$

Then, we can write the n t h correlator array output for the
kth tracked multipath component of the first user as

(6)

where &,, = wC71,,. The total received signal at the cell site
is the sum of all users' signals plus noise and is given by

i=1

1=1

+

where n(t) = n,(t) jns(t) is the additive Gaussian noise
vector with zero mean and covariance

E{n(tl)n*(tz)}= 0'1'6(tl - t z )

where

(8)

where o2 is the noise power per antenna. Equation 8 implies
that the noise is both temporally and spatially white. n c ( t )
and ns(t) are low pass Gaussian random processes.

and

3. RECEIVER MODEL

and
is the self-interference due to the I and Q channel
spreading codes,
is the self-interference due to other
multipath components of the 1st user,
is due to the
multiple access interference, and NL,l is due to the AWGN.

The block diagram of the antenna array receiver is shown in
Figure 2. It has a ZD-RAKE structure where several multipath components are tracked in both time and space. After
down-converting to baseband, the outputs of the LPF are
fed into a bank of H Hadamard-Walsh correlators shown
in Figure 3. The pre-correlation and post-correlation signal vectors x(t) and sr;) are used t o estimate the array
response vector for the 1 multipath component of the i t h
user assuming that the n t h Walsh symbol was transmitted,
where n = 1,. . . , H . In [7] we showed that the array response vector of the Zth multipath component of the i t h
user (and hence the optimum beamforming weights) can be
estimated from the covariances of x(t) and
The post-

Q k , 1 , Q g , l , Q ? , l , and Nf,* are defined similarly. Let E,,,,%=
T,P, be the i t h user's symbol energy. Also, for the kth

tracked multipath, let the optimum beamforming weights
assuming that the n t h Walsh symbol was transmitted be
w (k,l.For
n)
an equal gain combining incoherent RAKE, the
n t h decision variable of the 1st user, corresponding to the
n t h Walsh symbol is given by

.':I.

correlation vectors zf:) are then fed to an optimum beamformer followed by an incoherent RAKE combiner. The
beamformer and the incoherent RAKE combiner are shown
in Figures 3 and 4. Note that, a t this stage we have no
knowledge which vector z!:) corresponds to the true trans.
we rely on the assumpmitted Walsh symbol W ( h ) ( t )Here
tion that the vector multipath channel seen by the i t h user
remains constant over several symbol periods. Hence the
previous estimate of the array response vector is used in
the beamforming.
. , z ! ~ at) the output of the
The decision variables
incoherent RAKE are then fed to M-ary decoder, deinterleaver, and Viterbi convolutional decoder. Also, t o estimate
the array response vector that will be used in the beamformer for the next symbol, the index k of the max(zih))is

k=l

Note that to select which post-correlation signal vector
should be used in estimating the post-correlation array covariance, a hard decision is made on which Walsh symbol
was transmitted while for the data, a symbol-by-symbol
M-ary decoder is used [9]. Both approaches yield exactly
the same decisions for the M-ary-symbol and both are optimal for an AWGN channel. Since the multiple access interference is not necessarily Gaussian, this decision rule is
actually not optimal. However, it is commonly used for
simplicity. The primary reason for using the symbol-bysymbol approach for the data is t o provide better performance with error-correcting codes by using soft-decoding.
Note also that we can not use the output after the convolutional decoder to select the post-correlation signal vector.
The reason for this is t h a t we will have to wait for a decision
to be made on the current symbol and encode and interleave
again. By the time that process is over (which is at least
the time of one frame of bits plus decoding time), the channel might have changed and the estimated array response

then used to select the post-correlation signal vector zjh).
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the 1st
user is the desired user and let T k , l be the time delay of the
kth tracked multipath which is assumed to be estimated
perfectly and k = 1 , . .. , L1. Define
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Figure 2: Receiver Block Diagram
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Figure 4: Optimum Beamforming and Incoherent RAKE
Combining

Figure 3: I and Q Hadamard-Walsh Correlators

considered the case when only thermal noise is present ( 2 . e.
no multiple access interference). We assumed that the number of multipath components LI is 4. The array response
vector was generated using the above channel model. We
assumed that the noise power cr', the mobile power P I , and
the processing gain L are such that the average power in
each multipath component
= 0 dB. The results of a
100,000 runs with different values of Al.1 were used to esa t the output of the RAKE
timate the distribution of
combiner. Figure 5 summerixes our results. This figure,
is above 99% of the time
shows the level above which
as a function of the number of antennas in each sector's
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vector and the array response vector of the new symbol will
be quite different and losses will occur. In the next section,
we will present some of our preliminary simulation results.

2

4. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

2

We considered a base-station with three 120" sectors. In
each sector, we considered a linear array of size 8X. We
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2.

array. From this figure we can see the improvement in
Also, note t h a t with larger scattering angles, we get a slight
additional improvement (order of IdB) in
The reason
for this is that, with larger scattering angle, the correlation
between the array response vector elements goes down according t o the above model and hence an additional gain
due to space diversity is obtained (since with low correlation a multipath component t h a t is weak at one antenna is
not necessarily so at another antenna). Note that our simulations did not include the effect of mobile speed or power
control which will be included in a further study.
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In this paper, we presented an antenna array receiver structure for cellular DS/CDMA with M-ary orthogonal modulation. We developed the vector multipath channel and received signal models. We also derived an expression for the
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arrays.
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